
Born into a military family, Buzz was interested in becoming an
astronaut from a young age. When he was 24, he became the
youngest astronaut in history when he flew into outer space on the
Galaxy Rocket. Buzz is an adventurer, and climbed Mount Everest
when he was 20. In his free time enjoys mountain climbing,
parasailing and bungee jumping. 
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Name: Buster Sheldon 
Species: Human 
Planet of Origin: Earth 
Age: 27 
Special abilities: Spacewalking, dabbing, mountain climbing

GONZEL
Name: Gonzel 
Species: Marn 
Planet of Origin: Denkerth 
Age: 739 
Special abilities: Long life 

Gonzel is a Marn, an octopus-like creature that lives in the waters
of the planet Denkerth. Marn can live very long lives, and Gonzel is
739 years old, which is equivalent to a teenager on Earth. She goes
to school on Denkerth and her favourite subject is music, when she
enjoys playing the bokshell drums. Gonzel loves cooking, and her
favourite dish is tonko weed salad, which is very spicy. 

BORB
Name: Borb 
Species: Nimbywod 
Planet of Origin: Lerong 
Age: 6 
Special abilities: Super breath 

Borb is a Nimbywod, a fluffy creature that lives high in the
mountains on the planet Lerong. Nimbywods have super breath,
which is handy because they live in snowy conditions, and can use
their special ability to blow snow away from their houses, or start
fires to keep warm by blowing on logs from the zapsnell tree. Borb
loves playing board games, and his favourite is Rushbork, which is
like Candyland. 



Krumpt is a Vukvuk, who lives on the planet Zaphus. Vukvuks have
very powerful legs, which make them great jumpers. They can
jump very high, so there are no staircases or lifts in buildings on
Zaphus because everyone can jump up to the floor they want.
Super jumping is also useful for picking ugwoks, which are a
banana-like fruit that Vukvuks eat that grow at the top of very tall
trees. Krumpt enjoys collecting player cards for his favourite sport
Rymchura, which is a bit like soccer. 
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Name: Krumpt 
Species: Vukvuk 
Planet of Origin: Zaphus 
Age: 12 
Special abilities: Super jumping 

SKWORQ
Name: Skworq 
Species: Adriwko 
Planet of Origin: Taral 
Age: 7 
Special abilities: Magic healing song 
Sqworq is a Bloov from the planet Prehiri. Bloovs are healers that
can fix injuries that they or others have suffered with their magic
song. This is why you will often find Bloovs working in hospitals on
other planets. Although Bloovs can heal wounds or broken bones,
they can’t cure disease. Sqworq works at a children’s hospital on the
planet Vukvuk, where children often hurt themselves by jumping up
high trees and then falling out of them. In her spare time, she likes to
fly her UFO to other planets and create photo albums of her travels. 

CHWONK
Name: Chwonk 
Species: Zeori 
Planet of Origin: Zaphus 
Age: 5 
Special abilities: Upside-down climbing on any surface

Chwonk is a Zeori from the planet Zaphus. Zeoris are known for
being great climbers on any kind of surface and can even climb
upside down. They have special wings that act as protection to
prevent them from falling. When Chwonk was learning to climb,
she practiced on an asteroid floating in space. Her mother wasn’t
too pleased about this, and so now Chwonk only climbs on trozes
(a type of tree) and up and down the side of her home (which has
lots of zig zag shapes). Her cousin is Krumpt. 



Durg is a Bruup from the planet Orbito. Once a blue species,
Bruups slowly changed to being yellow in colour with some white
stripes on their horns and legs. Sometimes they are hard to tell
apart, but each Bruup has different number of stripes. Durg has
only 2 stripes on his horn and legs and that’s how his mother and
father know that he is their Bruup.  
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Name:Durg 
Species: Bruup 
Planet of Origin: Orbito 
Age: 7 
Special abilities: Kindness waves  

PHLUB
Name: Phlub 
Species: Cirquiz 
Planet of Origin: Phloop  
Age: 293 
Special abilities: Space Acrobat 

Phlub is an acrobat from the planet Phloop. Cirquiz space acrobats
are a rare breed of performer who can stretch their limbs between
planets, asteroids and stars to wow audiences. Phlub is more of a
clown and enjoys playing pranks on his fellows by throwing pies
and water balloons which always makes everyone laugh. When he
grows up, he would like to be the funniest clown with his name in
all the newspapers. 

VROD
Name: Vrod 
Species: Abomlom 
Planet of Origin: Namwons 
Age: 8 
Special abilities: Fire breathing 

Vrod is a hairy Abomlom from planet Namwons. Hairy Abomloms
must be very careful to always brush their hair, or they will end up
with knots and must cut it. The planet Namwons is an ice planet,
and it snows year-round, so Abomloms need their hair to stay
warm. Vrod’s special ability is fire breathing but unfortunately, he
often sets himself on fire instead of his target.  



Cax is a Vammob from planet Translav. He is a baby vampire
monster alien with x-ray vision. He can see through walls and
mountains to always be able to find his mum when he gets lost.
Vammobs come from Translav where it is always night, which
means there is never a bedtime. Cax loves cake and will always try
to steal some even though it means having to brush his fangs five
times a day. 
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Name: Cax 
Species: Vammob 
Planet of Origin: Transalv 
Age: 103 
Special abilities: X-ray vision 

GUKNU
Name: Guknu 
Species: Tiny Knuk 
Planet of Origin: Knuk Knuk 
Age: 27 
Special abilities: Super hearing 

Guknu is a tiny Knuk from planet Knuk Knuk. Tiny Knuks are very
unique to the universe and are often called on to help as their super
hearing can help find kidnapped aliens. Their ears, while not large,
are specially shaped and act like sonar to pick up the tiniest noise
from anywhere in space. Don’t tell a secret when a tiny Knuk is
around because they will tell everyone! 

TOKS
Name: Toks 
Species: Frerrt 
Planet of Origin: Stwark 
Age: 3 
Special abilities: Pyrotechnics expert 

Toks is a little firecracker Frerrt. He loves everything that goes
bang just like the rest of the residents of planet Stwark. Stwark is
the hottest planet of their solar system and during the three-hour
long night Toks' job is to light the fireworks. Frerrt’s are very long
lived and one year on Stwart is the same as 5 on Earth. 



Have you ever wanted to know what the weather is going to be
like next week or what you'll be getting for your birthday? Well,
Zkurx could tell you! With her big eye she can see into other
people's futures, but she can’t see her own future. She is only
allowed to use her special ability once a week though because
overusing her special ability will make her fur turn black. 
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Name: Zkurx 
Species: Dotta
Planet of Origin: Yotta
Age: 7
Special abilities: Seeing the future

GROOG
Name: Groog 
Species: Vozbo
Planet of Origin: Zeron
Age: 8.5
Special abilities: Go, go stretchy legs

Groog is a Vozbo which is a famous species on the planet Zeron.
With his stretchy legs, he is the world’s best high jumper and enjoys
playing leapfrog over tall buildings. He always helps his friends out
by reaching items on high shelves and he is also really good at
saving Zerphuses, the planet’s cats, when they climb up trees. His
pink colour is the same colour as one of Zeron’s moons. 

ZORIN
Name: Zorin 
Species: Dottonia 
Planet of Origin: Yotta
Age: 5.5
Special abilities: Super hugger

Zorin is Zkurx’s cousin, living on the same planet, although they
are different species. Zorin is like a big cuddly teddy bear.  If
you’re feeling sad, find Zorin and she will be able to give you the
best hug ever. She loves eating green jelly which is why her skin is
the colour green. She also loves eating her greens. These give her 
 super hug power. Zorin enjoys playing catch with her cousin
Zkurx.   


